Product Manual

NOVA 10C Radio Console
Rev 1.0 6-24-2002

Innovation Series

Professional Radio console for On Air, Production, News, and more...
A digital console that supports BOTH analog and digital Sources
Optimized for ease of Installation of Consumer type audio Sources
High Reliability Design with P&G faders & 5 million operation On-off switches,
Rugged chassis with 1/8" hardened aluminum panels and solid oak
Powerful Telephone talk show system built in for 2 callers
Includes Source control logic, muting, talkback, and much more...
The INNOVATION series of radio consoles are designed for high quality radio
broadcast applications where consumer type audio sources are used. Todays
consumer audio source equipment is extremely
high performance and inexpensive. In many
applications, it provides a professional alternative to the traditional balanced, high output, professional console and sources.
Consumer sources such as CD players easily plug in for installation
and are so inexpensive
that they are simply
replaced when they
wear out.
The INNOVATION
series features RCA connectors so that consumer source
equipment just plugs in. Traditional
broadcast source equipment is connected
as before. For very high professional quality,
INNOVATION series consoles are digital on the
inside with a mix of analog and digital source inputs. For
the flexibility to be used in any level of application, these consoles feature BOTH analog and digital program outputs. With
professional quality components and hardware throughout, the INNOVATION
series is ideal for professional Radio applications.
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About this Manual

I- Important Information

Thank you from Arrakis Systems inc.
Thank you for purchasing this product by Arrakis Systems inc. Our company has
provided professional audio equipment to the broadcast, commercial audio, and
consumer audio markets for more than 20 years. Our products are sold worldwide and are well known for leading edge technology, quality, and reliability.

How to contact Arrakis Systems
Arrakis Systems inc. is located at

Arrakis Systems inc
6604 Powell Street
Loveland, Colorado
80538

Business Hours:

8:00am - 4:30pm mountain time

Contact:

970-461-0730
970-663-1010
support@arrakis-systems.com
arrakis-systems.com
1-900-933-8324

Voice:
Fax:
email:
web:
1-900 Tech support:

Having difficulty contacting Arrakis?
Refer to the website (www.arrakis-systems.com)
for current contact information
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Important Information

About this Manual

Danger- Shock & other hazards
Any electronic product contains potentially lethal voltages and currents and should be serviced by
trained and experienced personnel only. Any installation, test, or calibration procedures in this
manual that require access to the interior of the equipment should be performed by qualified personnel only.

Important- Limits to Warranty & License
Arrakis Systems warrants our electronic products against defects in materials and workmanship.
Arrakis Systems does not take responsibility for warranty repairs to products that have been
improperly installed, operated, or serviced. Under no circumstances is Arrakis Systems responsible for 3rd party installation, service, or other expenses. (for details refer to Section 7- Warranty
and License Agreement)

Class A digital devices- Radio Frequency Interference
Pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules, as appropriate to the specific Arrakis product, the said
product has been designed and tested to comply with the limits of a class A digital device.

Product changes
Specifications, features, and function are subject to change without notice.
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Product Description

Section 1

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.0 Product Features
Easier to install than a home stereo system...
Optimized for inexpensive Consumer sources... such as CD players, DAT, MD, etc
A digital console on the inside... connects to analog & digital sources on the outside
Professional quality... P&G slide faders, 5 million operation on/off switches
Rugged broadcast design... 1/8" hardened aluminum, epoxy finish, & solid oak trim
10 mixing channels... more mixing power than you need & featuring full source logic control
2 channels are either analog microphone or stereo line level channels
4 channels are analog stereo line level only
2 channels are either analog telephone hybrid or stereo line level channels
2 channels are either digital input channels or stereo line level channels
Program & Record mixing buses... have BOTH analog and digital outputs
Control Room Monitor, Headphone, & Cue outputs
Talkback input & output with logic for inter-studio communication

DESCRIPTION
The INNOVATION series of radio consoles are designed for high quality radio broadcast applications where
consumer type audio sources are used. Todays consumer audio source equipment is extremely high performance and inexpensive. In many applications, it provides a professional alternative to the traditional balanced, high output, professional console and sources. Consumer sources such as CD players simply plug
in for installation and are so inexpensive that they are simply replaced when they wear out. The INNOVATION series features RCA connectors so that consumer source equipment just plugs in. Traditional broadcast source equipment is connected as before. For very high professional quality, INNOVATION series consoles are digital on the inside with a mix of analog and digital source inputs. For the flexibility to be used in
any level of application, these consoles feature BOTH analog and digital program outputs. With professional
quality components and hardware throughout, the INNOVATION series is ideal for professional Radio applications.
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Product Description

Section 1

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.1 Physical Views
The NOVA-10C is durable, flexible, and compact.
The connectorized rear panel makes the NOVA-10C
well suited for mobile and remote applications as
well as for use in fixed studios.

Monitor & Earphone
Selector Switch

TOP VIEW

Program VU meters

Control Room
Monitor Level

Earphone
Level
Penny & Giles
Channel Faders

Channel ON
LEDs
5 million operation
Channel On / Off
Switches

Solid Oak
Trim

1/8" Hardened Aluminum Panels
with 2 part Epoxy Paint

Headphone Jack

REAR VIEW
Mic XLR
connectors

DC power connector
for external supply

RCA audio
connectors

Logic
Connectors
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Product Description

Section 1

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.1 Physical Views

AC POWER SUPPLY
The console is powered by
an external, regulated power
supply. The supply simply
plugs into the back of the
console. There are no high
voltages within the console

INTERIOR VIEW
The console top panel removes
with four screws to provide
access to the interior of the console.
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Product Description

Section 1

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.1 Physical Views

CLOSE UP OF MOTHERBOARD
The NOVA console uses a single
motherboard for all electronic circuitry. Most ICs are socketed as appropriate for field replacement. All panel
controls are plug in for modular
replacement.

CLOSE UP OF SLIDE FADERS
The NOVA console uses Penny
and Giles slide faders for high reliability. The faders are conductive
plastic for long life and low fader
noise. The slide faders are plug in
for ease of cleaning and replacement.
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Product Description

Section 1

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.2 Basic Specifications

All specifications are subject to change without notice

Back Panel
Mic 1

OUTPUTS

Mic 2
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POWER
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OUT 2
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RS232

1
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TB A P
IN DOUT

9 10 Ext

LOGIC IO

LOGIC IO

3

LOGIC IO

product series- INNOVATION, model- NOVA-10C
ELECTRONIC SPECIFICATIONS
Stereo mixing channels
INPUTS
Total Inputs
Input Expansion
Input AssignmentsChannels 1 & 2Channels 3,4,5,6
Channels 7 & 8
Channels 9 & 10Logic
OUTPUTS
Program
Audition
Telephone Mix minus
MONITORING
Control Room Monitor
Headphones
Cue
TALKBACK
MUTING LOGIC

10
10
unlimited, analog or digital routing switcher
(single input per channel)
Mono mic or analog Stereo line
analog Stereo line
Telephone input or analog Stereo line
Digital (S/PDIF) or analog Stereo line
Digital inputs feature sample rate converters
remote channel on / off / tally,
source start / stop,
Main output buss
Software assignable
two, mono, analog

(–10dBu, unbalanced)
(–10dBu, unbalanced)
(–10dBu, unbalanced)
(–10dBu, unbalanced)
(open collector to ground)

(both Digital S/PDIF & analog –10dBu unbalanced)
(both Digital S/PDIF & analog –10dBu unbalanced)

stereo, -10dBu, unbalanced
stereo, unbalanced, drive hi-Z headphones to +24dBm
Auto-cue into Control room monitors and Headphones
Cue out- stereo, -10dBu, unbalanced
unbalanced line input to Cue system, logic closure to activate
unbalanced line output from Channel 1 mic plus tally logic, with logic out
programmable, open collector to ground

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
POWER
SIZE
WEIGHT

External, regulated, power module, UL & CE rated, 90-140VAC
18 1/2" wide, 6 1/4" high, 12" deep
23 lbs (shipping)

Warranty- 1 year parts and factory labor
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Operating Instructions

Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.0 Quick Start
The NOVA console is designed to be very easy to use. The phone system is extremely powerful and is automatically set up based on your selection on the Monitor Select Switch. Refer to the section on operation of the “Phone System” for details.

MONITOR SELECT SWITCH
Selects the audio input for the Monitor and Earphone systems.
EXT- selects the External Monitor Input (example- an off air monitor)
PGM- selects the console Program bus to monitor the main output of the console
AUD- selects the Audition (Record) bus and sets up an off-line mix for Phones 1&2 (refer to Phone operation)
PH2- selects the Phone 2 caller. The Phone 2 caller hears the control room mic (refer to Phone operation)
PH1- selects the Phone 1 caller. The Phone 1 caller hears the control room mic (refer to Phone operation)
OFF- no input selected
Program VU meters
EARPHONE VOLUME
adjusts the level of the
earphone output
CHANNEL VOLUME
adjusts the level of the
individual channel.

Channel ON
LEDs
CHANNEL ON/OFF
push once for On
and again for Off.
The Channel On
led will be lit when
then channel is on.

HOW TO ACTIVATE MIC TALKBACK
If channel 1 is set up as a mic channel,
then “Double-click” on the On/off switch
while the fader is down to activate the
talkback circuit. To exit talkback mode,
simply click on the On button again or
bring the fader up from the bottom.

HOW TO CUE A CHANNEL
with the channel off,
pull the fader to the bottom,
then “Double-click” on the
On/off switch. The On led
will flash indicating you are
in cue. To exit cue, simply
click on the On/off switch
again or bring the fader
up from the bottom. Cue will
be heard in the monitor and
earphone systems

HEADPHONE JACK
high impedance
headphones only
MONITOR VOLUME
adjusts the level of the
control room monitor
output. Mutes when the
Control room mic is on.
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Operating Instructions

Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.1 Mono Mic Level Input Channels
Channels one and two can be setup as either mono
microphone channels or stereo line level channels.
OPERATION AS A MIC CHANNEL
To turn a channel on, simply push the red on switch at
the bottom of the fader. When the channel is on, the red
LED above the switch will be lighted. To turn the channel
off, simply push the red on button again
TALKBACK
Talkback is a simple 2 way intercom system to communicate with another studio such as News or Production.
The NOVA has an audio output from the control room
microphone that can be connected into a console in
another studio. The NOVA has an audio input into the
cue system for the other studio to talk to the NOVA console.
The channel one mic is the talkback microphone. To activate talkback, bring the slide fader all of the way down
and then “double-click” on the channel on button. The
red LED will begin flashing to indicate that the microphone is on and can be heard out the talkback output to
another studio. To exit the talkback mode, click on the on
button again or bring the slide fader up from the off position.

Channel
On LED

Channel
On switch
CHANNELS ONE AND TWO
CAN BE SET UP AS EITHER
MONO MICROPHONE CHANNELS
OR STEREO LINE LEVEL CHANNELS
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Operating Instructions

Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.1 Stereo Line Level Input Channels
Channels three through ten are stereo high level input channels. Channels 7 & 8 may be optionally set up as telephone hybrid inputs or as normal stereo high level sources. Channels 9 & 10 may be optionally set up as either stereo high level analog or digital audio sources.
CHANNEL ON AND OFF
To turn a channel on, simply push the red on switch at the bottom of the fader. When the channel is on, the red
LED above the switch will be lighted. To turn the channel off, simply push the red on button again
CUE
To activate cue, bring the slide fader all of the way down and then “double-click” on the channel on button. The red
LED will begin flashing to indicate thatthe channel is in the cue mode. To exit the cue mode, click on the on button
again or bring the slide fader up from the off position.
Cue audio will be heard in the Monitor output and the Headphones. In the monitor output, autocue will dim the Program on the monitors and play the cue audio over top of program audio.

CHANNELS
1 & 2 CAN
BE SET UP AS
MONO MIC
OR AS STEREO
LINE

CHANNELS 3-10 ARE
STEREO LINE LEVEL CHANNELS

Channel
On switch

Channel
On LED
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Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.2 The Control Room Monitor System
The Control Room Monitor system is the main audio monitoring system for the studio. It features an input selector
switch and a volume level control. The output of the monitor system is connected to an external audio power amplifier and speakers. The level control on the external amplifier should be set for the maximum sound level desired in
the studio.
AUTOCUE
The NOVA console features Autocue. Whenever a channel is placed into cue, the audio in the Monitor system will
dim and the Cue audio will play over the Program signal. A system with Autocue does not require separate cue
speakers.
TALKBACK
When talkback logic is activated from another studio, then Auto-cue is activated, Monitor program audio is dimmed,
and the audio from the Talkback input is placed into the Monitor system for intercom.
MONITOR MUTING
When the control room microphone is turned on, the monitor system will mute (audio is turned off) so that there will
not be feedback from the speakers to the microphone.
MONITOR SELECTOR SWITCH
This switch selects the audio source for the Monitor system.
1) EXTthis is usually an off air audio feed to monitor the actual transmitted signal
2) PGMthe main Program output bus from the console
3) AUDrefer to “Phone system”,
this is an off line phone mix of multiple channels
4) PH2refer to “Phone system“,
this is a clean feed of Caller 2 and the Control room mic
5) PH1refer to “Phone system“,
this is a clean feed of Caller 1 and the Control room mic
6) OFFno audio source selected

MONITOR SELECTOR SWITCH
OFF

PH1

PH2 AUD

PGM

EXT

CONTROL ROOM
MONITOR LEVEL
CONTROL
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Operating Instructions

Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.3 The Headphone System
The Headphone (earphone) system in the NOVA console is provided so that audio can be listened to while the
microphone is active and the speakers are muted. The Headphone system receives the same audio feed as the
Monitor system but does not mute when the microphone channel is turned on. The Headphone system has a jack
on the front of the console and a separate output for use with an external headphone power amp. The headphone
amplifier connected to the headphone jack is designed to work with high impedance (not 8 ohm) only.
AUTOCUE
The NOVA console features Autocue. Whenever a channel is placed into cue, the audio in the Headphone system
will dim and the Cue audio will play over the Program signal.
TALKBACK
When talkback logic is activated from another studio, then Auto-cue is activated, Headphone program audio is
dimmed, and the audio from the Talkback input is placed into the Headphone system for intercom.
MUTING
The headphone system is not muted. When the control room microphone is turned on, the Monitor system will
mute (audio is turned off) so that there will not be feedback from the speakers to the microphone. The headphone
system can not have audio feedback so that muting is not required.
MONITOR SELECTOR SWITCH
This switch selects the audio source for the Headphone (& Monitor) system.
1) EXTthis is usually an off air audio feed to monitor the actual transmitted signal
2) PGMthe main Program output bus from the console
3) AUDrefer to “Phone system”,
this is an off line phone mix of multiple channels
4) PH2refer to “Phone system“,
this is a clean feed of Caller 2 and the Control room mic
5) PH1refer to “Phone system“,
this is a clean feed of Caller 1 and the Control room mic
6) OFFno audio source selected

MONITOR SELECTOR SWITCH
OFF

PH2

PH1

AUD

PGM

EXT

HEADPHONE
LEVEL
CONTROL
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Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.4 The Cue System
The cue system is designed for monitoring an audio source without placing it on air. This feature is useful for listening to a network feed before bringing it to air, listening to a CD to be certain it is the correct song, etc.
ACTIVATING CUE
To activate cue, bring the slide fader all of the way down and then “double-click” on the channel on button. The red
LED will begin flashing to indicate thatthe channel is in the cue mode. To exit the cue mode, click on the on button
again or bring the slide fader up from the off position.
CUE AUDIO
Cue audio will be heard in the Monitor output and the Headphones. In the Monitor and Headphone systems,
Autocue will dim the Program on the monitors and play the cue audio over top of program audio.
EXTERNAL CUE AMP AND SPEAKERS
In set up, the Autocue feature can be defeated. In this case, the console has a line level steero cue output to feed
an external cue amp and speakers.

The Channel On
LED will flash
when Cue is
activated

“Double Click” the
On switch to
activate Cue
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Operating Instructions

Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.5 The VU meters
The NOVA-10C console features a single
main Program bus and a single set of fixed
VU meters.
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Section 2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.6 The Telephone Talk Show System
FEATURES
Advanced system supports Two Callers
Two Mix-minus buses, one for each caller
Console logic controls both hybrids
Console Audition bus auto-configures for Recording Off-line and Live mixes
Phone Modes are set by the Monitor Selector switch
BASIC SETUP
The NOVA console supports a maximum of two callers. During setup, channels 7 & 8 can be configured as telephone hybrids or as standard stereo sources. Depending on your setup, you may have one, two, or no telephone
channels.
BASIC OPERATION
The console has both on air and off air mixes for live and recorded telephone operation. The main Program bus is
the output for live mixes. The console also has a Record output bus (Audition), that reconfigures based on the
Monitor Selector Switch for the specific type of talk operation you have selected.
ON AIR MIX (Monitor Selector in PGM or EXT)
The on air live mix is generated from the Program bus as you would with any other source. The external hybrid is
turned on by placing the hybrid channel in cue or turning the channel on. The hyrbrid (caller) is disconnected when
the channel is turned off. Adjust the slide fader to control caller level.
For normal operation, you cue the caller by placing the channel into cue (fader down and double-click the
on button). This turns the hybrid on so that the caller is heard off line in the cue system. To talk off line to the caller,
simply cue the control room mic (ch 1). To place the caller on air, fade the caller up. To take the caller off air, turn
the hybrid channel off by pushing the channel on button again. The caller can also be taken directly to air without
cueing by turning the channel on. Turning the channel off again disconnects the caller.
The output for Recording is the console Audition bus. In this case, the record output mirrors the Program
bus to record the complete live feed.
In this mode, caller one will hear everything on
the Program bus (including caller 2) “minus” himself.
MONITOR SELECTOR SWITCH
Similarly, caller two will hear everything on the Program bus (including caller 1) minus himself.
OFF PH1 PH2 AUD PGM EXT

IMPORTANT
All hybrids are turned off and all callers are disconnected whenever a different position on the Monitor Selector Switch is pushed.
When changing position on
the Monitor Select switch, it is
assumed that you are changing
modes and the system reconfigures
completely for the new mode.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2.6 The Telephone Talk Show System (continued)
PH1 (Off-line Record of only the Caller and Mic)
This mode is entered by pushing PH1 on the Monitor Select Switch. When pushed, the selected hybrid will be
turned on. The mic channel and caller channel LEDs will flash as indicators. The mode is exited by pushing any
other Monitor Select Switch position and the caller hybrid will be turned off.
In this mode, the selected caller will automatically hear the control room mic (ch 1) at an in hand volume
level no matter where the mic fader is set or if the mic channel is on. The selected caller will be audible in the cue
system no matter where the caller fader is set or if the channel is on.
The output for Recording is the console Audition bus. In this case, the record output will have the control
room mic on the left output and the caller on the right output. This creates a clean recording for later mixing or editing.
PH2 (Off-line Record of only the Caller and Mic)
same as PH1 except for caller and hybrid 2.
AUD (Off-line Record of all channels in Cue for use in Contest type calls)
This mode is entered by pushing AUD on the Monitor Selector Switch.
To place a caller on the cue bus, pull the fader down to the bottom and “double-click” the on button. The
channel on LED will flash. Both callers can be placed on the cue bus in the same way. To exit the cue bus, move
the fader up. The callers and any other sources in cue will all be mixed onto the cue bus at an in hand fader setting
even though the fader is down.
Cueing the mic channel will place the mic onto the cue bus and mute audio in the Monitor speakers. The
headphones must be used to hear the cue mix.
The output for Recording is the console Audition bus. In this case, the record output is a mix of all channels
on the cue bus.
In this mode, caller one will hear everything on the Cue bus (including caller 2) “minus” himself. Similarly,
caller two will hear everything on the Cue bus (including caller 1) minus himself.

MONITOR SELECTOR SWITCH

IMPORTANT
All hybrids are turned off and all callers
are disconnected whenever a different
position on the Monitor Selector
Switch is pushed.
When changing position on the
Monitor Select switch, it is assumed
that you are changing modes and the
system reconfigures completely for the
new mode.

OFF

PH1

PH2

AUD

PGM

EXT
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Section 3

INSTALLATION
3.0 Unpacking
a) PACKING SLIPS- do you have everything?
Check the Packing Slips that come with the shipment to be certain that all packages have been
received.
b) CHECK FOR DAMAGE
Check all packages and equipment for damage
IMMEDIATELY upon receipt.
If damage is found, contact Arrakis Systems
immediately to report the damage. (refer to inside
cover of this manual for contact information)
c) CAREFULLY GO THROUGH EACH BOX
Arrakis inspects every shipment for accuracy. You
will receive all of the appropriate documentation,
install kit, spare parts kit, and equipment. Be very
careful to not throw away anything if you decide
to throw out the shipping materials.

SAVE ALL PACKING MATERIAL

d) KEEP ALL PACKING MATERIALS
Arrakis consoles are shipped in custom shipping
containers. Keep all containers at least until the
installation is complete. This is in case some
piece of equipment may need to be returned to
the factory for service.
It is a good idea to keep the shipping materials
for the life of the product. Arrakis is not responsible for shipping damage to products not shipped
to the factory in the original packing materials.
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INSTALLATION
3.1 Before you Start Installation
a) PHYSICAL SPACE
It is important to install the console with sufficient
space around it to operate and service the console easily.
b) AREA IN FRONT OF THE CONSOLE
It is normal to have 8-10" between the front of the
console and the front of the table so that a piece
of paper may be laid on the table in front of the
console.
c) SCRIPT OR COPY BOARD
Arrakis builds custom copy bridges that span the
top of the console for paper or other objects. A
copy bridge can allow the console to be placed
close to the front of the table in tight rooms.
d) ADEQUATE VENTILATION
It is important to provide adequate ventilation to
electronic equipment. High temperatures can
reduce the life of equipment.
e) 110V - 220VAC OPERATION
The console comes with a 110VAC external
power supply as standard equipment. A 220VAC
power supply is available as an option. Connecting the 110VAC power supply to 220VAC will
cause damage and void the product warranty.
f) STATIC
Static discharge to electronic devices can cause
damage, reduce performance, or cause noise in
the system. Proper choice of carpet is an important consideration when building a studio.
g) THE CONSOLE POWER SUPPLY
The console is powered by an external, regulated
power supply. The supply simply plugs into the
back of the console. There are no high voltages
within the console
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INSTALLATION
3.1 Getting Started (A MUST READ !!!)
a) CONSUMER SOURCE EQUIPMENT
The Nova console is designed to be used primarily with unbalanced consumer type audio source equipment such
as CD players, MDs, DAT machines, cassette machines, etc. This type of equipment is designed to perform well
in compact studios where audio cables are short. When choosing consumer audio equipment, choose equipment
that has 2 prong AC power plugs (not the 3 prong plugs).
b) AC POWER CONSIDERATIONS
Plug all of the equipment in your studio into a single AC power strip!
Unbalanced consumer source equipment is not designed to reject AC power line hum. This makes it
important to put ALL of the equipment in the studio on the same branch of the AC power and preferably on a single AC power outlet. A single power outlet will have a 1500-2000 watt capacity. That is plenty of power for most
studios. Simply plug a multi-outlet AC power strip into the single wall outlet and then all of your equipment into the
power strip. If possible, the power strip should be the kind that has internal surge protection.
Because many buildings have as many as 8-12 duplex wall outlets on a single 1500-2000 watt branch,
you must have NO other equipment on any of those 8-12 other outlets. Make sure the branch your outlet is on
does not also power the lights or any other building equipment.
c) SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT 60 CYCLE HUM (or some ideas about what to do if you get it)
The RCA audio cables used in consumer audio equipment connect the chassis ground and signal ground of all of
the equipment in the studio together through the cable shield. All shield ground connections should be as tight
and low impedance as possible. Use only high quality RCA (IHF) audio cables.
Most consumer audio equipment will have a 2 prong AC power plug. Some equipment has a 3 prong AC
power plug. The third prong on a 3 prong plug is a “Safety Ground” which grounds the chassis to reduce shock
hazard. The 3rd prong must never be removed even though it creates a 2nd ground path along with the audio
cable shield ground. Two ground paths creates a “Ground loop” antenna which picks up 60 cycle AC hum. If possible, use only equipment that has 2 prong AC power plugs. With stubborn hum, replace the equipment with 3
prong AC power plugs with equipment with 2 prong AC power plugs. This is often less expensive that making a
custom audio cable with audio transformer isolation.
If there is NO other ground connected to the studio, a single piece of equipment with a 3 prong AC plug
does not create a ground loop. However, if there is another ground (such as from another studio) or a 2nd piece
of equipment with a 3 prong AC power plug, then a ground loop is completed. If you can not change to two prong
equipment, it may be necessary to use an audio isolation transformer on the audio cable to break the audio
ground path. Contact a technician or the factory on how to build a transformer isolated audio cable.
In some stubborn cases of hum (or RF interference), the best solution is to make the ground resistance
between ALL of the equipment as low as possible. To do this, connect all of the equipment chassis’ together with
#12 stranded, insulated wire. Each piece of equipment is to have its own wire that returns in a star configuration
to a single point in the studio. That single point should return by a single ground wire back to the main station
ground. A 2"-4" copper ground strap to station ground is best.
d) CONNECTING MULTIPLE STUDIOS
When connecting multiple studios, long audio cables are sometimes necessary. These long cables can introduce
AC hum into your audio. In these cases, it may be necessary to use distribution amplifiers with balanced inputs
and outputs (or audio isolation transformers) to break the ground path and to cancel the AC hum.
e) STEP BY STEP INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
When building a studio, it is important to be able to isolate problems that may be causing noise, hum, or even not
passing audio. To do this properly, the studio should be assembled and tested one piece of equipment at a time.
Each problem is detected and eliminated as it occurs. This manual provides a basic step by step process to
assemble and test your studio.
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3.2 Step by Step Installation

STEP 1- CONNECT THE AC POWER SUPPLY

IMPORTANT- Follow this STEP by STEP procedure.
Each STEP has specific tests to determine if the console
installation has been performed correctly to that point.
a) STEP 1- POWER SUPPLY INSTALLATION
The console power supply should be plugged into a
surge protected output. First plug the power supply
into AC power and then plug it into the back of the
NOVA console as shown at the right.
TEST- The console should now be on. To
test for power, simply push one of the console On/off
switches to see that the Channel On LED lights.
b) STEP 2- CONNECT AN AUDIO SOURCE
Select a single audio source such as a CD player.
Choose a console channel for the source
(such as Channel 3), and connect the audio source
to the console with a stereo audio cable. This cable
is usually provided with the CD player

STEP 2- CONNECT AN AUDIO SOURCE

RCA AUDIO CABLE
The Black connector
is right and the Red
connector is left

On the channel that you have chosen for the
source (such as channel 3), turn the channel on by
pushing the red on button(the red on LED should
now be on), and bring the slide fader on that channel
to the in hand setting (0).
Insert a CD into the CD player and push the
Play button on the CD player to begin play.
TEST- The VU meters on the console
should move as the CD plays a song.
c) STEP 3- LISTEN TO AUDIO ON HEADPHONES
Select a pair of high impedance headphones (>> 8
ohms). Plug the headphones into the headphone jack
on the front right side of the console as illustrated. Low
impedance headphones will produce zero or very low
audio levels and can damage the headphone amplifier
in the console.
Play a CD as in Step 2. Select PGM on the
Monitor Select Switch. Adjust the headphone level control on the console to a comfortable audio level.
TEST- You should hear the song on the CD
clearly. There should be no audible hum or noise. If you
hear no audio or there is hum or noise, then repeat
Steps 1,2,&3.

Connect a CD player to
Channel 3 on the console

STEP3- PLUG IN HEADPHONES TO LISTEN

Plug in a pair
of high impedance
headphones and listen
to the CD player
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3.3 Monitor Amp & Speakers
STEP 4- MONITOR SPEAKER CONNECTION
The console has a low level monitor audio output that
is designed to connect to an external audio power
amplifier. The console output will not directly drive
speakers.
Connect the audio amplifier input to the console Monitor Output (MN) on the back panel of the
console. Follow the amplifier’s instructions and connect speakers to the amplifier.
Turn the console power on and the amplifier
power on. On the console, select PGM on the Monitor
Selector switch and rotate the Monitor Volume control
to 1/2. Set the audio power amplifier level and front
panel switches per the amplifier instruction manual.
WARNING- do NOT have all levels controls at
maximum. Too much audio level through your speakers can damage the speakers.
There should be an audio source (such as CD
player) connected to the console as described in
Steps 1,2, & 3. Turn the console source channel on
and play a song. The VU meters should move with the
audio and audio should be present at the headphone
jack at the front of the console. Be certain that any mic
channel is turned off because it will mute the audio out
of the speakers so that there is no feedback. Audio
should now be audible through the monitor speakers.
TEST- The audio through the monitor speakers should be clear and without significant noise or
hum.

STEP 4- CONNECT AN AMP & SPEAKERS

Connect an
audio power
amp and
speakers
to the MON
output of
the console

Audio power amp
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3.4 Mics
STEP 5- CONNECT A MIC TO THE CONSOLE
Using a mic to XLR cable, connect a mic to the Mic 1
input on the console. Channel one on the console is
set as the Mic One channel at the factory.
Turn Channel One on (the red LED should be
on) and set the channel one fader to the in hand position (0). If the mic itself has an on/off switch, then turn
it on.
TEST- Speak into the microphone and the
console VU meters should follow your voice. There
should be no audio out of the monitor speakers (they
are muted to eliminate feedback) but there should be
audio in the Headphones.
If mic level is low, refer to “Calibration” later in
this section.

STEP 5- CONNECT A MIC TO THE CONSOLE

MIC ONE

Connect a mic
to the XLR mic
inputs and test
the mic
into the headphones

MIC TWO
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3.5 Program Output

STEP 6- ANALOG PROGRAM OUTPUT

STEP 6- CONSOLE PROGRAM OUTPUT
The console has both analog and digital outputs of the
main Program (PGM) bus.
ANALOG PROGRAM OUTPUT
The console program output (PGM) is located on the
console back panel. It is an unbalanced (-10dBu)
audio output.
DIGITAL (S/PDIF) PROGRAM OUTPUT
The digital output connector for the Program bus is
displayed in the picture below. Both left and right audio
signals are carried on the single cable.
S/PDIF signals have a maximum cable length
of 30 feet. While the cable appears to be the same as
the one used for analog audio, it is not the same. Only
digital cable should be used on the S/PDIF outputs
and inputs on the console
THE ON AIR SIGNAL CHAIN
The Program output of the console is typically connected to several other audio devices (in series) that
end in the transmitter. An example might be an audio
processor, to a studio transmitter link (STL), to the
transmitter.

Program
Left
Program
Right

STEP 6- DIGITAL PROGRAM OUTPUT

CONNECTING THE PROGRAM OUTPUT TO THE
SIGNAL CHAIN
The console Program output is either unbalanced analog (-10dBu level) or digital S/PDIF. In either case, the
equipment that the Program output drives must accept
one of these input types and levels. You must refer to
the product manual for that product. In some cases, it
may be useful to connect the Program output of the
console to an audio distribution amplifier which is
designed to connect analog audio products that are of
different types and levels.
TEST- The Program output of the console is connected to additional equipment (processor, distribution
amp, etc) to form a signal chain. Check for presence
and quality of audio at each point along the signal
chain.

S/PDIF Audition
Output

S/PDIF Program
Output
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3.6 Record Output
STEP 7- CONSOLE RECORD OUTPUT
This console features an audio mixing bus that is
intended as an audio output to an audio recorder.
That bus is the Audition bus (AUD).
If the Monitor Selector switch is in the PGM
or EXT mode, the Audition bus simply is an exact
copy of the Program output of the console.
If the Monitor Selector switch is in the PH1,
PH2, or AUD telephone modes, then the Audition
output bus automatically configures itself for several
types of telephone record output (refer to the Operation section of this manual).
ANALOG AUDITION (RECORD) OUTPUT
The console program output (PGM) is located on the
console back panel. It is an unbalanced (-10dBu)
audio output.
DIGITAL (S/PDIF) AUDITION (RECORD) OUTPUT
The digital output connector for the Audition bus is
displayed in the picture below. Both left and right
audio signals are carried on the single cable.
S/PDIF signals have a maximum cable length
of 30 feet. While the cable appears to be the same as
the one used for analog audio, it is not the same.
Only digital cable should be used on the S/PDIF outputs and inputs on the console

STEP 7- ANALOG AUDITION (RECORD) OUTPUT

Audition
Left
Audition
Right

STEP 7- DIGITAL AUDITION (RECORD) OUTPUT

CONNECTING TO AN AUDIO RECORDER
Most audio recorders will directly connect to consumer type unbalanced sources such as the Audition
(Record) output of the console. Connect to the
recorder with either the analog or S/PDIF cable supplied with the recorder.
TEST
Once connected, send audio from the console output
to the recorder and view the input signal on the
recorder. Refer to the recorder manual for more information.

S/PDIF Program
Output

S/PDIF Audition
Output
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3.7 Telephone Hybrids
STEP 8- CONNECT A TELEPHONE HYBRID
1) CONSOLE PHONE SETUP- The console has two
mix minus buses to support a maximum of two telephone hybrids (Phone 1 & Phone 2). The number of
phone channels and input channels assigned to
phone hybrids is selected under “Set up” later in this
section.
As shipped, the default setup has a single
phone hybrid selected (PH1) that is placed on console
input channel eight.

STEP 8- CONNECT A TELEPHONE HYBRID
Phone 1
Mix minus Out

Phone 2
Mix minus out

2) CONSOLE PHONE INPUT- A telephone hybrid
has an audio input and an audio output. The hybrid
audio output is the callers voice and is connected to
the source input channel on the console. In the default
setup from the factory, this is console channel eight.
3) CONSOLE MIX MINUS OUTPUT- The input to the
hybrid is from the console mix minus bus one (PHN 1).
A mix minus bus is a special audio mixing bus that
contains all audio on the console Program (PGM) bus
MINUS the callers voice. In this way the caller hears
everything except himself. If he was not “minused”
from the mix, then the caller would feed back to himself.
4) CONTROL LOGIC- The hybrid has two ways to
“answer” the caller and pick up the telephone line:
front panel manual control and remote control. For
manual control, an On and Off button will be located
on the front panel of the hybrid. For remote control, a
back panel connector must have a custom cable connecting it to the console source start/stop logic.
5) CALIBRATION- The console is set for -10dBu levels while the hybrid is probably adjusted for +4dBm
levels. The console levels are fixed at -10dBu but the
hybrid will have an input and output gain adjust to trim
the level from +4dBu to -10dBu. Refer to the hybrid
installation manual for hybrid calibration procedures.

Audio
Output

Audio
Input

On/off
Logic

TELEPHONE
HYBRID
OFF

ON

Turn the hybrid On and Off to pick
up or hang up the telephone line

6) FACTORY CABLES- Arrakis has prebuilt cables
available for a variety of source equipment. Refer to
“Factory Cables” later in this section.

The Gentner SPH10 has XLR audio
input connectors and requires an XLR
to RCA audio cable.

GENTNER SPH10
is an example of an analog hybrid
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3.8 Talkback to another Studio

STEP 9- TALKBACK

STEP 9- TALKBACK
The Talkback feature is designed so that a console
can easily communicate with a console in another
studio In one studio the operator speaks through his
control room mic into the Monitor/cue system of the
console in the other studio The second studio
responds back to the first studio in the same way.
INSTALLATION
For talkback, the console has an audio Talkback output, an audio Talkback input, and two logic control
lines.
TALKBACK INPUTINPUT LOGIC-

-10dBu, unbalanced, analog
Ground to enable audio input

TALKBACK OUTPUT- -10dBu, unbalanced, analog
OUTPUT LOGICGround (On), +5VDC (Off)
On site installation requires the building of a custom
cable. The cable is a crossover cable where the input
audio and logic of the first studio connects to the output audio and logic of the second studio and the opposite for the return feed.

TALKBACK
AUDIO
OUTPUT

TALKBACK
AUDIO
INPUT

OTHER CONSOLES
Talkback can be accomplished between non-Nova
series consoles. Care should be taken to assure compatibility between logic voltages.
GROUND LOOPS AND HUM
Because of long cable lengths between studios, it is
possible for the talkback system to introduce hum into
one or both studios. Isolation transformers may be
required on the analog inputs and outputs.
FACTORY CABLE
Arrakis has an optional talkback cable available in various lengths from the factory. The cable interfaces
audio and logic for talkback between two Arrakis Nova
series consoles.
OPERATION
refer to Section Two, the Operations section of the
manual.
TEST
Test talkback between the two studios. It is important
to also listen for hum or noise in the Program output
on the control room monitor speakers.

LOGIC 3 CONNECTOR
5

4

9

3

8

2

7

1

6

LOGIC 3
PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
MUTE OUT
STOP 10
START 10
STOP 9
START 9
ground
(+) 12VSW
TALK IN LGC
TALK OUT LGC
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3.9 External Monitor Input
STEP 10- OFF AIR MONITORING
The Monitor Selector Switch has an External Input
position (EXT). This position is usually used to monitor
the actual radio station on air signal from a radio tuner.
It s important to monitor the actual signal from
the radio station and not just the output of the console.
This is so as to monitor the entire radio chain from the
console to the transmitter.
INSTALLATION
Connect the output of a radio tuner or professional on
air monitor to the EXT input on the back of the console.
If using a consumer tuner, use a line level output and not the speaker output.

STEP 10- OFF AIR MONITORING

EXT

External Input to
Monitor Selector
Switch

Tuner or Off Air
Monitor Output

TEST
Set up the tuner or monitor to your station’s frequency
and switch the console control room monitor to the
EXT position. You should hear the audio output of the
tuner. Audio quality should be high and there should
be no objectionable audio hum.
RADIO RECEIVER
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3.10 The On Air Light
STEP 11- CONNECT AN ON AIR LIGHT
The console has a logic output for triggering an
external On Air Light.
IMPORTANT- The logic output will not directly
drive an AC light bulb and will be destroyed if AC
is applied to any console logic pin.

LOGIC 3

LOGIC 3 CONNECTOR
INSTALLING AN ON AIR LIGHT
The console Muting logic will operate an On
Air light that has a built in driver for the lamps.
Care must be taken to interface properly to
the On Air driver circuit. Refer to the manual
for your On Air LIght.

9 PIN D-SUB CONNECTOR
5

FACTORY ON AIR LIGHT CABLE
Arrakis has a prebuilt cable available to operate with a factory approved On Air light. Contact Arrakis for an approved On Air Light for
use with this cable.
TEST
Activating the On Air Light should not produce an audio pop in the console audio.

4

9

3

8

2

7

1

6

CONSOLE BACK PANEL VIEW

LOGIC 3
PIN DESCRIPTION

1

MUTE OUT

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

STOP 10
START 10
STOP 9
START 9
ground
(+) 12VSW
TALK IN LGC
TALK OUT LGC

+12
VDC

(+)12VSW

MUTE
OUT

GROUND

The console has open collector logic to ground for Muting logic and On Air Light control. Do not exceed 50
millamps current through the console logic.
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3.11 Factory built Cables
The factory has a number of factory built cables
available for purchase. These cables interface
typical source and other equipment to the console.

RCAs
XLRs

Contact the factory for a current listing of cables
and supported equipment.

dSubs

PART #

TYPE

CONSOLE

SOURCE / DESTINATION

FEET

CB-L1-ft
CB-L2-ft
CB-M1-ft

Source cable
Source cable
Mic cable

Stereo RCA
Stereo RCA
XLR

Stereo XLR (-10dBu)
Stereo XLR (+4dBu)
Mic XLR

6,10,20
6,10,20
6,10,20

CB-P1-ft
CB-A1-ft

Console Pgm Output
Console Aud Output

Stereo RCA
Stereo RCA

Stereo XLR (-10dBu)
Stereo XLR (-10dBu)

6,10,20
6,10,20

CB-TB-ft

Talkback I/O w logic
(Nova to Nova)

(2) RCA & dB9

(2) RCA & dB9

20,50,100

CB-T1-ft

Phone Hybrid

(2) RCA & dB15

Gentner SPH-10

6,10,20

CB-OA-ft

On Air Light Cable
(contact Factory for light)

dB9

Factory approved Light

20.50

NOTES
(1) PART #- replace the ‘ft’ portion of the part number with the actual feet (example- CB-L1-10 for 10 feet)
(2) Custom lengths are available. Call factory for quote.
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3.12 Console Logic
IMPORTANT- improper connection to console logic can
damage the console.
a) SOURCE CONTROL
The console has open collector
logic to ground for source stop
and start control. Do not
exceed 50 millamps current
through the console logic. The
closure is either a momentary
pulse or sustained closure
based on console setup.
+12
VDC

(+)12VSW
START
OR
STOP

GROUND

b) CHANNEL ON/OFF
Console channels can be
remotely turned On and Off.
This is accomplished with a
momentary dry contact closure
connecting the channel
ON/OFF logic pin to Ground.
Channel On/Off tally is provided by the Source Control
On/Off logic.

LOGIC 1
PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

DESCRIPTION
STOP 4
START 4
STOP 3
START 3
STOP 2
START 2
STOP 1
START 1
GROUND
(+) 12VSW
ON/OFF 5
ON/OFF 4
ON/OFF 3
ON/OFF 2
ON/OFF 1

LOGIC 2
PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

DESCRIPTION
STOP 8
START 8
STOP 7
START 7
STOP 6
START 6
STOP 5
START 5
GROUND
(+) 12VSW
ON/OFF 10
ON/OFF 9
ON/OFF 8
ON/OFF 7
ON/OFF 6

LOGIC 1
LOGIC 3
LOGIC 2

LOGIC 1 & LOGIC 2 CONNECTORS
15 PIN D-SUB CONNECTOR
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

15 14 13 12 11 10 9
CONSOLE BACK PANEL VIEW

IMPORTANTConsole logic interfacing requires a trained
and experienced technician. Contact the factory with questions.

LOGIC 3 CONNECTOR
LOGIC 3

ON/OFF

GROUND

PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
MUTE OUT
STOP 10
START 10
STOP 9
START 9
ground
(+) 12VSW
TALK IN LGC
TALK OUT LGC

9 PIN D-SUB CONNECTOR
5

4

9

3

8

2

7

1

6

CONSOLE BACK PANEL VIEW
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3.13 PC Setup & Calibration Software
Your console is set up at the factory to the default setting
listed below.
FACTORY PRECONFIGURATION
Before shipment, you can request that a different setup
be applied to your console so that your console arrives
preconfigured.
CHANGING CONFIGURATION
To change the factory default setup, a PC computer with
serial port is required.
The minimum PC operating system is Windows 98, Me,
2000, or XP.
The PC is connected to the console by an RS232 serial
port connection.

9 PIN
SERIAL
CABLE

RS232
CONTROL
PORT

DEFAULT SETUP:
All channels are analog inputs
Channel One is mono mic
Channels 2-9 are stereo high level inputs
Channel 10 is Phone One (requires telephone hybrid)
Autocue is active
Output Tallies are Pulsed

LAPTOP OR DEKTOP PC
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3.13 PC Setup & Calibration Software
The console setup & calibration software is displayed below. Mic inputs, phone hybrid inputs, digital inputs,
source logic, autocue, and level trim for each channel can be set with this software utility.

SET THE COMPORT
Select Comport 1,2,3, or 4
Default is Comport 1.

SOURCE CONTROL LOGIC
This sets the input channel
source control logic to either
Pulsed or Continuous. Most
sources are started and
stopped by a short pulse so
the console default is pulsed.

MIC SETUP
Set Ch 1 to mono
mic or Stereo
Line input

AUTOCUE
Turn Autocue On or Off. If Autocue
is on, then the cue signal will
appear in the Monitor speakers and
Headphones. If Autocue is off, then
the line level cue output of the console must be connected to an external audio power amp and speakers.

Set Ch 2 to mono
mic or Stereo
Line input

DIGITAL
INPUTS
The console has
two digital audio
inputs, Digital 1
and Digital 2.
These inputs
can be assigned
to channels 3 or
4, 9 or 10.

TEST
The Terminal
Window is
for test purposes
only and
used while
speaking with
Arrakis customer
support

Select Channel
PHONE HYBRIDS
The console has two mix minus
buses which supports a maximum
of two phone hybrids. Select Off if
there is no hybrid or assign the
hybrid to a channel

FADER CALIBRATION
Select a channel (1-10) to adjust. Apply an
audio tone or audio source. Adjust the
slide fader so that the VU meters read zero
VU. Last, push the “FADER TRIM” button.
The console will adjust the gain on that
channel to match your audio source. The
RESET FADER button resets the gain to
the original default setting.
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3.14 Motherboard Calibration
The console has trim pot level adjustment for the VU meters and for the mic preamps as illustrated below.
VU METER ADJUSTMENT
The VU meters are factory set for +4dBu at 0VU. These levels should not be changed from factory settings
unless directed by factory service technicians.
MIC GAIN ADJUSTMENT
These trim pots are set at the factory for typical microphone gain levels. These trim pots can be adjusted if different mic gains are required. To adjust, the simplest method is to speak into the mic and adjust the trim pot with a
small straight edge screwdriver until the desired gain is reached.

AUD R

AUD L

PGM R

PGM L

MIC 1

MIC 2

NOTE- THESE
ARE 25 TURN
POTS

DC POWER
SUPPLY
CONNECTOR
REAR OF THE CONSOLE
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4.0 General Repair Considerations
The NOVA console is designed for modular replacement rather than repair. The power supply is external and plug
in. Most ICs are plug in. The slide faders, rotary faders, switches, and meters are plug in. A small amount of disassembly is required to reach most parts. Diagrams on the following pages explain the required disassembly.
COMPONENT LEVEL REPAIR
Detailed schematics are not provided with the NOVA console because it is not possible to test the operation of the
digital sections of the console in the field. A physical board layout is provided with descriptions of the functions of
each IC. ICs can be individually replaced to test for functionality.
POWER SUPPLY
The power supply is a sealed module that must be replaced in whole if there is a problem.
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
Controls such as slide fader, on switches, rotary faders, and VU meters are designed to be replaced periodically.
Slide faders have a cleaning procedure described in the Maintenance Section of this manual.
REPEATED EQUIPMENT FAILURES
If a specific part of the console is failing regularly, it is likely that it is being subject to unusual stresses. Examples
are;
(1) Switch or fader failurerough physical treatment
(2) Mic channel IC failurestatic discharge to mic
(3) Input op amp failurelightning, power surge, or other transient on this cable
(4) Output op amp failurelightning, power surge, or other transient on this cable
(5) Power Supply failurelightening, power surge, or other transient on the AC power line

REPAIR PROCEDURES
(1) NO AUDIO OUT OF ONE INPUT CHANNEL- (Swap Cables) Be certain that the problem is in the console
itself. If mic channel two doesn’t function but mic channel one functions properly, then plug the cable from the
good mic into the channel that you suspect to be bad. If the channel that you suspect to be bad now functions,
then the problem is external to the console and is in the source or the wiring. This is a very fast and easy way to
test your system.
(2) VU METERS MOVE BUT NO AUDIO OUT OF THE CONSOLE- The VU meters measure the actual output of
the console itself. If the meters move but no audio is present, the problem is after the console output and is in the
following signal chain. Plug a set of headphones into the output of the console (high impedance, not 8 ohms) and
listen to the Program output to confirm this.
(3) LOUD LOW FREQUENCY HUM IN AUDIO- Many years ago this would mean a power supply failure. In
today’s electronics, this is an installation problem such as a ground loop. To confirm the problem is not in the console, remove ALL wiring from the console and connect a pair of high impedance( >8 ohms) headphones to the
output you are testing. The hum should be absent. All wiring must be removed and headphones only used. A very
common problem is for an audio power amp and speakers to create the ground loop with the console.
(4) NO AUDIO OUT OF THE MONITORS- Be certain that the monitor system is not muted due to a mic channel
being on or talkback being activated.
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4.1 Remove the Top panel to gain access to the inside of the Console
FIRST
To open the console, first loosen the two
screws in the left and right wood side
panels. Loosening them allows the top
panel to be easily removed.

SECOND
To remove the top panel, then remove
the four screws (two on each side) of the
top panel of the console.
Gently pull the top panel up off the console, remembering that there are wires
still connecting the top panel to the bottom panel.
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4.2 Replacing Slide Faders
Slide faders are attached to the top panel
by two small Phillps screws on either end
of the fader. These two screws are accessible from the top of the top panel. They
are screwed into lock nuts contained by a
plastic sleeve. It is important to not tighten the screws too hard.
The slide fader knob is a push fit
onto the fader shaft. This can be a very
tight fit so care should be taken while
removing or installing fader knobs.
The fader has a short cable that
is ended in a 6 pin housing. The housing
plugs into the motherboard. The housing
is polarized so that it can not be inserted
backwards but it can be inserted off by
one or more pins. Care should be taken
when plugging the housing into the
motherboard to ensure that it is not offset.
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4.3 Replacing a Rotary Fader

FRONT VIEW OF POT

To remove a rotary fader
(1) Remove the knob cover as illustrated
(2) Remove the nut and nut plate.
(3) The pot will now remove from the rear of the
front panel.
(4) Unplug the pot from the motherboard.
To put a new rotary fader in place:
Reverse the removal procedure

KNOB COVER

REAR VIEW OF POT

REMOVING THE KNOB
KNOB
COVER
Pry cover from
top of the Knob
to reveal a lock
nut. Unscrew the
lock nut to remove
the knob
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4.4 Replacing ICs
ICs must be replaced with care. Most ICs in the
NOVA console are socketed so that they can be
replaced.
When replacing an IC, be careful to not
bend legs under the IC or outside the socket. Be
extremely careful to not shock an IC or the
motherboard with a static discharge. In some cases, you must use a grounded arm or anklet if there
is a possibility of a static discharge.
In all cases, retain the old IC because it
may be found to not be damaged.
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4.5 The Nova Motherboard
IC PARTS LIST
NE5532
AMP02F
CKG0149
PCM171BE
CS8420-CS
TMS320C50PQ57
TMS320F24OPQ
IDT7130SA
XILINX
DG418
ULN2003
HIN232ECP
DS1302
CY7C10098
SN74HC14N
SN74HC05N
74AC11004N

Dual Op amp
Mic preamp
Crystal A/D converter
Burr Brown D/A converter
Crystal AES I/O w sample rate converter
Texas Instruments, Main Audio DSP
Texas Instruments, Control DSP
Dual Port RAM
Logic control array
Analog switch
Discrete logic
RS232 serial controller
SRAM
SRAM
Discrete logic
Discrete logic
Discrete logic

U1,2,5,6,9,10,15,16,17,19-27,64,65
U13,14
U30-41, 67
U3,4,7,8,11,12
U28,29
U54
U???
U45
U50,57,60,61
U18
U48,49,66
U47
U42,46
U55,56
U44
U53,62,63
U59

MOTHERBOARD HEADERS
P3 MIC HEADER
1
2
3
4
5
6

Mic 1 (+)
Ground
Mic 1 (-)
Mic 2 (+)
Ground
Mic 2 (-)

P22 FADER HEADER (1 OF 10)
1
2
3
4
5
6

NC
VCC
GND
NC
VOLUME
NC

P21 ON OFF HEADER (1 OF 10)
1
2
3
4
5
6

VCC
LED
NC
ON/OFF
GND
NC

P36 VU METER
1
2
3
4
5
6

PL
Ground
PR
AL
Ground
AR

NE5532 DUAL OP AMP
OUT (1)

(8) +VDC

(-)IN (2)

(7) OUT

(+)IN (3)

(6) (-)IN

-VDC (4)

(5) (+)IN
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AR

U64

AL

P35

DC
Power
Connector

(+12) (-12) (+5) (Gnd)

U14
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Right

Left

CH1

CH2

CH3

CH2 CH3
Line Line
Input Input

CH1
Line
Input

U19

CH3
A/D

U39

U16

CH2
A/D

U41

U15

Talkback
I/O amp

to Mic
XLRs

P3

U13

CH1
A/D

Talkback
Switch

Mic2
A/D

Mic1 Mic2

U17

U18

Mic1
A/D

U40

CH4

CH4
Line
Input

U20

CH4
A/D

U38

CH5

CH5
Line
Input

U22

CH5
A/D

U34

CH6

CH6
Line
Input

U21

CH6
A/D

U34

RAM
Memory

U25

CH8
A/D

U37

CH7

CH8

CH7 CH8
Line Line
Input Input

U24

CH7
A/D

U36

U31

U32

U27

CH9

Ext.
Mon.
Line
Input

U23

CH10 EXT
MON

CH10
Line
Input

U26

PGM
OUT

Pgm
Out
Amp

U1

U51

AUD
OUT

Aud
Out
Amp

U2

Aud
Out
DAC

U4

40MHz
DSP
Clock

Pgm
Out
DAC

U3

PROM

U52
U54

Ch 2,3,4,5
LED driver

U63

MON
OUT

Mon.
Out
Amp

U5

Mon.
Out
DAC

U7

HP
OUT

U12

U53

TB
IN

DIG
AUD

DIG
IN 2

DIG
PGM

DIG
IN 1

Digital 2 In
Aud SPDIF out

U28

Digital 1 In
Pgm SPDIF out

U29

Control Room
Monitor Selector

P34

Ready
LED

CH3
FADER

CH3 ON

Dual
Port
Ram

U45

General
Purpose
Logic

TB
OUT

Mix
Minus
1&2
Out
Amp

U10

Mix
Minus
1&2
Out
DAC

MIX
(-)2

MIX
(-) 1

Cue
Out
Amp

U9

Cue
Out
DAC

U11

CH 4
FADER

CH4 ON

CUE
OUT

Headphone
Out
Amp

U6

Headphone
Out
DAC

U8

DSP

Audio Mixing

CH5
FADER

CH6
FADER

CH9 CH10 Ext.
A/D
A/D Mon.
Input
A/D

U30

CH9
Line
Input

Output
to all
DACs
&
SPDIF

U55

RAM
Memory

U57

CH7
FADER

CH5 ON

CH6 ON

JP7

CH2
FADER

LOGIC 3

RS232
Driver

U47

LOGIC TWO

Logic
3

U66

RS232

Logic
1

U49

(NA)

DIP

RAM
Memory U46

U42

BT1

U44

RAM
Battery
Backup
Power

General
Purpose
Logic

CH1
FADER

X2

S1

1

12

CH1 ON

LOGIC ONE

Logic
2

U48

P32
Headphone
Volume

U50
Logic
Controller

U??

DSP

Control

X1

Power
LED

D7 D8

CH2 ON

XILINX

PR PL
P36
to VU
meters

Pgm
VU
Amp

Aud
VU
Amp

XILINX

U67

U62

CH7 ON

Ch 1,6,7,8,9,10
LED driver
U56

CH8
FADER

CH8 ON

XILINX

U33

U60
CH7-10
A/Ds
plus
Monitor
&
Talkback

Monitor
Fader

CH9
FADER

P33
Q- fader

Sample Rate
Clock buffer

CH9 ON

P31

XILINX

U65

U61

U59

CH1-6
A/Ds

Sample
Rate
Clock
(12.288MHz)

U58

CH10
FADER

CH10 ON

4-5 PC Board Physical Layout
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MAINTENANCE
5.1 Maintenance
Arrakis consoles require no periodic maintenance with the exception of occasional cleaning.

5.2 Cleaning Switches
Switches typically require no cleaning. They are wiping action, self cleaning switches. To self clean, simply operate the switch several times.

5.3 Cleaning Slide Faders
The slide faders used in Arrakis consoles are high quality conductive plastic. The slide faders may be cleaned
using warm water. They do not require disassembly. Remove the fader’s knob by pulling up on it. Remove the
fader from the console by removing the two mounting screws, clipping any cable ties if used, and then carefully
unplug the connector from the PC board.
To clean, simply hold the fader under a stream of warm tap water and operate the fader back and forth for 50-100
times. For extremely dirty faders, a mild soap solution may be used. Allow the fader to dry totally before using.
This may take as much as 10 hours.
A light, silicon based lube may be applied sparingly to the fader if required. To do this, remove the cover plate and
apply a very small amount of lube to the fader’s guide rods. Reassemble the fader and operate it several times to
distribute the lube.
IMPORTANT- do not use solvents, cleansers or sprays on the faders. The warm water with mild soap technique is
recommended by the manufacturer.

5.4 Cleaning Rotary Faders
Arrakis rotary faders are sealed conductive plastic units with stainless steel shafts. They require no periodic maintenance and can not be cleaned.
To replace a pot you must first remove the knob. To remove the knob, pry the knob cover off the top of the knob
to reveal a collet nut. Loosen the nut to release the knob. Lift the knob off the shaft. Next remove the nut on the
threaded shaft of the pot. The pot is then removed from the back of the panel.

5.5 Cleaning Console surfaces
Use mild soap and warm water only. Abrasive cleaners and solvents will ruin the console paint and plastic surfaces. Damp dust the wood panels and use wood furniture wax as required.

5.6 Routine Parts Replacement
Typical control part life specifications are listed below. Abuse can reduce the life or destroy a control.
On Off switches
Key swtiches
Momentary switches
Latching switches
Faders
Fader lamps

4,000,000 operations
20,000,000 operations
100,000 operations
50,000 operations
100,000 operations (for 10% resistance change)
40,000 hours (continuous operation)
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Section 6

FACTORY SERVICE
6.1 Technical Questions
Arrakis Systems maintains a staff of friendly broadcast engineers, design engineers, and technicians who have
many years of in depth field experience in broadcasting. All of our technical resources are available to you to
answer installation questions, solve problems, and repair equipment. If you have a question or problem, please
feel free to call us. We can not solve every problem, but our people are here to try.
Our customer support department is open from: 8AM - 4:30PM, Monday -Friday (except for Holidays)
Voice:
Fax:
email:
IMPORTANT:

970-461-0730
970-663-1010
support@arrakis-systems.com
Collect calls will not be accepted

6.2 Warranty Service
Arrakis Systems will replace parts that fail due to defects in material or workmanship during the warranty period of
the product. This warranty is extended to the original owner only.
Arrakis Systems does not warranty equipment that has failed due to improper installation, abuse, or acts of
nature. It is solely at the discretion of Arrakis Systems as to whether a part is defective under warranty conditions.

6.3 Warranty Service Procedure
Arrakis Systems assumes that its customers have on staff (or access to) competent technical personnel and adequate test equipment.
If a product fails, Arrakis will first seek to ascertain the problem over the phone and solve it at the component
level where we find the specific part(s) that have failed and repair or replace them. This is the least expensive and
time consuming solution for you. Depending on the circumstances and at our discretion, Arrakis will replace the
specific PC board suspected to be at fault. If replacing PC boards does not resolve the problem, then the console
is to be returned to the factory where it will we repaired and returned to you. Repair time at the factory is normally
two weekdays.
Shipping- The customer is responsible for payment for shipping to the factory. Parts returned to the factory
freight collect will be refused. Return shipping over and above the cost of UPS ground will be born by the customer. In the case of international shipments, all cost of shipping and duties are born by the customer, both to and
from the factory.
Under no circumstances will Arrakis replace a defective console with a replacement console.
IMPORTANT- Under no circumstances does Arrakis take any responsibility for non-factory technical expenses.
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6.4 Warranty Replacement of Parts
To have a part replaced under warranty, you must:
1) Provide a valid product serial number that is within the warranty period
2) Contact the Arrakis customer service department and describe what parts need replacement and the circumstances of the failure. (The customer service department may require on site test by your technician to confirm
the part replacement is appropriate for your problem.)
3) A Return Merchandise Authorization Number (RMA #) will be issued when a part s to be returned to the factory.
4) Return ALL defective parts to the factory (shipping prepaid) to the attention of the “Customer Service
Departent” with a letter including your name, address, call letters, serial number, date, and valid RMA #.
5) Parts replaced under warranty will be shipped at Arrakis expense by UPS ground. Any expense over and
above UPS ground will be born by the customer.
IMPORTANT- If the defective parts are not returned to the factory within 30 days, you will be invoiced for them
and it will be assumed that they do not fall under warranty. Further customer service will be denied until the
defective parts are returned of paid for.

6.5 Spare Parts
A spare parts kit is provided with the console. These parts are provided in case of emergency failure and normal
infant mortality. These parts, when used to replace failures, are not replaced under warranty.

6.6 Purchased Parts
An Arrakis customer may purchase spare or replacement parts from the factory. The cost of the parts will include
a service charge, the cost for the parts, and the cost of the shipping.
Parts may be purchased by:
1) C.O.D. shipping
2) Valid and approved Credit Card (below our current credit limit)
3) Prepaid by company check (shipment after check clears the bank)
4) Wire transfer of funds
5) Through an Arrakis authorized dealer
Arrakis does not sell items on open account.
IMPORTANT- Non payment or late payment for parts will result in refusal of further customer service until the
problem is resolved.
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6.7 Customer Notes
This page is blank for use by the customer.
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WARRANTY & LICENSE
7.1 Hardware Warranty
Arrakis Systems inc warrants hardware products to purchaser against defects in materials and workmanship for
a period of one year from the date of original retail purchase. No claim shall be maintained hereunder unless
written notice is received by seller within 30 days of the facts giving rise to the claim. The sole and exclusive liability of Seller for breach of warranty shall be refund of purchase price of the item sold, or at its option, to replace
or repair the item or part FOB its factory. Arrakis’ liability shall arise only if the purchaser causes the defective
part or item to be delivered to Arrakis for inspection upon Arrakis’ request and at Purchaser’s expense. This warranty shall not be effective if the alleged defect is due to abuse, damage by accident, misuse, misapplication, has
been modified without express written permission of Arrakis Systems, exposure, excessive moisture, or any
other use of the equipment other than the use for which manufacturer prescribed.
No warranties express or implied shall be applicable to any equipment sold hereunder and the foregoing shall
constitute the Buyer’s sole right and remedy under the agreements in this paragraph contained. In no event shall
Arrakis Systems Inc. have any liability for consequential damages or for loss, damage, or expense directly or
indirectly arising from the use of the products, or any inability to use them either separate from or in combination
with other equipment or materials or from any other cause.
Arrakis’ warranty is given solely to the original user and only to the extent above described. No other dealer,
agent, or employee is authorized to make any modification, extension, or addition to this warranty.

7.2 End User License Agreement
This product contains software licensed from Arrakis Systems inc. and possibly from other software companies.
Ownership of this product constitutes acceptance of this agreement.
1- This product contains intellectual property (i.e. software programs) that are licensed for use by the end user
customer (hereinafter “End user”).
2- This is not a sale of such intellectual property
3- The End user shall not copy, disassemble, or reverse compile software programs
4- The software programs are provided to the End user “as is” without warranty of any kind, either expressed or
implied, including, but not limited to, warranties of merchantability, and fitness for particular purpose. The entire
risk of the quality and performance of the software program is borne by the End user.
5- Arrakis and its suppliers shall not be held to any liability for any damages suffered or incurred by the end user
(including, but not limited to, general, special, consequential, or incidental damages including damages for loss of
business profits, business interruption, loss of business information and the like), arising from or in connection
with the delivery, use or performance of the software program.
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